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LIGHT OF HOPE
The Warmth of the Gospel in Freezing Temperatures 

Krasnoyarsk  is  a  city  on  the  Yenisei  River  in 
Siberia,  Russia.  It  is  the  third-largest  city  in 
S iber i a  w i th  a  popu la t ion  o f  1 ,035, 528 .  
Krasnoyarsk  is  an  important  junction  of  the 
Trans-Siberian Railway. The city is known for its 
nature  landscapes;  author  Anton  Chekhov 
thought Krasnoyarsk to be the most beautiful city 
in Siberia. 

During Stalinist times, Krasnoyarsk was a major 
center of the Gulag labor camp system. 

The average June temperature in Krasnoyarsk is 
77F. Currently the average temperature is -25F. 

Pastor Peter has been invited to come to the city of Krasnoyarsk to present a series of meetings. He will be 
traveling to this distant Siberian city in December. Peter will leave the US on December 3 and only reach 
Krasnoyarsk on December 5. 

The Seventh-day Adventist  Church in Krasnoyarsk is 
currently  living  under  the  restrictions  of  the  new 
Russian  religious  liberty  legislation.  However,  pastors 
and church members are not giving up on evangelism. 
On  Saturday,  November  2nd  they  started  a  40  day 
prayer marathon. Church members are praying for the 
people they are inviting to the Bible seminar.

It is not an easy task to bring people for such events. 
The church cannot use radio, newspapers, or television 
to  promote  the  meetings.  They  cannot  advertise  in 
public places and cannot distribute any promotional materials. All of that is considered religious propaganda 
which  is  banned  by  the  “anti-terrorist”  legislature.  Instead  they  are  committed  to  meeting  new people, 
making friends, praying for them, and inviting them to come hear the Word of God.

December is not the warmest month of the year in Krasnoyarsk. The average temperatures will be around  
-30F. However, the pastors in Krasnoyarsk believe that this will not be an obstacle. They believe that visitors 
will come and the word of the gospel will be preached. 
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Thank you for your participation and 
support of the local orphanage in 

Mariupol.  

In the last six months your donations 
have provided 19 tons of drinking water 
for the children that call the orphanage 

home.  

D O N A T I O N S  F O R  T H E  L I G H T  O F  H O P E  M I N I S T R Y

You can follow Pastor Peter on Instagram to see updates from his 
mission trips: @pastor_peter_kulakov

Updates are also posted to our Facebook page:       
facebook.com/lohtv
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If you have any questions or comments please email pkulakov@gccsda.com or visit our website: 

www.lohtv.com

If you are interested in being a part of this mission to 
Siberia, you may contribute to the following needs:


-Bibles for the visitors, total needed $1,500 

-Study guides, spiritual literature, and seminar 
expenses $4,500  

-Support for the urgent needs of  
the local orphanage (food and clothing)  
$3,500
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